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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 and let I/ be a finite- 
dimensional vector space over k. Identify the elements of V with the closed points 
of A(V) =; Spec(S,( V”)) where S,(V*) -: @,,$,(V*)r is the graded sym- 
metric algebra on V*, the k-dual of r. S,S( V’) is;somorphic to k[I’r ,..., I/n] the 
polynomial algebra on a basis {Y, ,..., ITT&j of I/*. Let CL(V) be the general 
linear group of automorphisms of V; it acts canonically on I’” and hence as 
k-algebra automorphisms of S,(V*). The induced action on A(V) coincides 
with the given action on V. Denote the action of g E Gf( V) on A’,( P) by hg. Let 
P E S,(P)’ be a nonzero form of degree Y 3 0 and let ,5’(P) denote the full 
connected subgroup of GL( V) fixing P. S(P) is the connected identity component 
of the orthogonal group of P, {g E GL(V) 1 AgP = P}; it is a linear algebraic 
subgroup of GL( V) defined over an extension of Q, the rational numbers, which 
contains the coefficients of P. S(P) acts as a group of automorphisms of Z(P) the 
hypersurface of zeroes of P in V. For i such that 1 < i c< Y, let (i)P denote the 
ideal of SJC(I/*) generated by ith order partial derivatives of P; this is well 
defined and independent of the choice of basis. Let Z(i) denote the algebraic set 
of zeroes of (i)P in I/. For each i, S(P) p reserves the ideal (i)P and hence acts 
as a group of automorphisms of the Z(i); see Lemma 2. Make the notational 
convention that (0)P = (P); then for each i such that 0 :g i < Y ~~ 1, (;)P 
C (1 + i)P by Euler’s identity. Hence, Z(i) >_ Z(i + 1). LJnless i := 0, Z(i + 1) 
is not the closed subset of singular points of Z(i) as defined in [9] or in [3]. Call 
the Zariski open set Z(i) - Z(; + 1) th e strict i-singular set of Z(P). For each 
i, 0 < i < Y, define the strict i-singular set to be S(P) homogeneous if S(P) acts 
on each irreducible component W of Z(i) not contained in Z(i + 1) so that the 
strict i-singular set of points in W comprise an S(P) orbit; this orbit must be 
open and dense in W by (1.8) of [I]. Let k’ denote the multiplicative group of the 
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field k and let G(P) d enote the connected algebraic group A’S(P). S(P) may be 
called the connected orthogonal group of the form P and G(P) may be called 
the connected general orthogonal group of the form P. 
PROPOSITION. For each i such that 0 < i < r, 
(1) (i)P is an ideal invariant under S(P) and under G(P), 
(2) Z(i) is preserved by S(P) and by G(P), 
(3) each irreducible component of Z(i) is preserved by S(P) and G(P), and 
(4) the set of strict i-singular points of Z(P) contains the set of simple points 
of Z(i). 
Proof. (2) follows from (1). (1) shall be demonstrated in Section II. (3) 
follows from the observation that S(P) and G(P) have no closed subgroups of 
finite index since they are connected. Each irreducible component of Z(i) must be 
preserved since S(P) and G(P) h ave no nontrivial morphisms into finite permuta- 
tion groups. (4) is obvious. 
The topology always used is the Zariski topology; let an overbar denote the 
closure operation. The main result is: 
THEOREM. Let P be a form of degree r on an afine space A(V) where V is a 
jnite-dimensional vector space over k, algebraically closed of characteristic 0. If 
there 1s an i’ with 0 < i’ < r such that the strict i’-singular set = Z(i’) and such 
that the strict C-singular set is S(P) homogeneous then for every i with i’ < i < 
r - 1 the set of strict i-singularpoints is S(P) homogeneous and S(P) acts with orbits 
Z(r - 1) - (0) (if this set is nonempty) and {O}. 
The same result holds with G(P) in place of S(P). Since each ideal (i)P is a 
homogeneous ideal and XE Z(i) if and only if cX E Z(i) when c # 0, there are 
natural notions pZ’(i) of projective i-singular set and projective strict i-singular 
set and the projective group G(P)/k’ ac s t on these sets with a corresponding 
notion of G(P)/k’ homogeneity for a projective version of the Theorem. 
COROLLARY 1. Let P be a form of degree r on a finite-dimensional vector space V 
over k algebraically closed of characteristic 0. If there is an i’ with 0 ,( i’ < r such 
that the projective strict i’-singular set = PZ(i’) and such that the projective strict 
i’-singular set is G(P)/k’ homogeneous, then for every i with i’ < i < r the pro- 
jective strict i-singular set is G(P)/k. homogeneous. 
COROLLARY 2. If P is a reduced form of degree r such that G(P) has an open 
orbit in V, then for every i with 0 ,( i < r - 1 the strict i-singular set of Z(P) is 
S(P) homogeneous, and S(P) acts with orbits Z(r - 1) - (0) (if nonempty) and (0). 
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Proof. Let P = PI ... P,,l where the Pj are irreducible forms. Theorem 2 
of [S] entails that the set of simple points of Z(P) in each irreducible component 
Z(P,) comprises an S(P) orbit. For i = 0, the strict O-singular set of Z(P), P 
reduced, coincides with the set of simple points of Z(P), and thus the set of 
strict O-singular points of Z(P) is S(P) homogeneous. 
An application can be made to prehomogeneous vector spaces for which there 
exists a semi-invariant P; see [7]. Th e next statement provides a proof of a 
conjecture made by Sato in his work on prehomogeneous vector spaces. 
COROLLARY 3. Let (G, V) be a prehomogeneous vector space for which there 
exists a semi-invariant foym P E S,( V*) and for which the open orbit of G in b’ is 
V - Z(P) and let Gp = {g E GL( V) 1 AgP = c,P, for cR E k’j. Then p-is a union of 
jinitely many orbits under Gp . 
Proof. Let P’ be the reduced form associated to P, so that if P uSI P;J 
where ej > 1, then P’ == Hz, Pj . In each case, S(P’) and S(P) are isomorphic 
to semidirect products of the connected identity components of lJ:r S(Pj) and a 
torus of dimension m - 1; see [7, Proposition (I .2)b]. G(P’) is isomorphic to the 
connected identity component of Gp =_ Gp O. Corollary 2 applies giving a finite 
G(P’)-orbit decomposition of V; the same applies for G,O and hence for (=p . 
Some examples follow. 
(1) Let V = M,,,(k) be the k-vector space of Y x Y matrices over k. 
Let P = determinant, a form of degree Y. In this case, Z(i) = {X E I’ ~ rank S -< 
Y - i - I]. Corollary 2 applies; S(P) is isomorphic to SL(Y, k) x SL(Y, k) 
modulo a finite subgroup. S(P) is the image of SL(r, k) x SL(Y, k) -+ GL(V) 
(A, B) H (X b i2x(BtranBpoBe)-r). 
S(P) acts transitively on the strict i-singular sets which are the sets of matrices of 
rank exactly Y - i - I for 0 < i < Y. 
(2) If P is nonsingular of degree 3 then the full orthogonal group of 
P =-= {g E GL( V) j AgP = P) is finite and S(P) = I,; see [6]. The theorem 
applies trivially here. 
(3) When P is of degree 2, a quadratic form, Corollary 2 applies to give the 
conclusion of Witt’s theorem under the additional hypotheses that k is alge- 
braically closed and the isometry go on subspaces to be extended to the whole 
space V is an isometryg,: kX -+ kX’ on one-dimensional subspaces. 
(4) When dim V = 3, consider the following form of degree Y :--= 4; 
P = YIY,Y,(Y, + Ya). (0)P = (P) and (l)P = ((2Y, -f- I:,) Y,T,, 
YlWl + 2Yz.Y, 3 YlY2(Yl -t Y,)) and (2)P = ( Y2Y3 , ( Yl -f- Y2)Y3 , 
(2Y1 -t Y,)Y,, YlY3, Yl(Yl + 2YJ) and (3)P = (Yl, Y,, YJ. Z(0) = 
Z(Y,) u Z(Y, + Y,) u Z(Y*) u Z(Y,). Z(1) = Z(Y,) Y‘J u Z(Y, ( YJ u 
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q Yl 7 Y3) u -q y, t Ya , Ya). Z(2) = Z( Y1 , Ya) and Z(3) = Z( Yr , I-, , 1-a). 
S(P) = diagonal (a, a, a-“) for a # 0. The Theorem holds nontrivially here 
for i’ = 1. Other examples of Corollary 3 are to be found in [7] and in [8]. 
II. ACTIONS OF GL(V) AND OF LGL(V) ON S,(V*) 
A(V) is an additive algebraic group over K by its addition operation. The 
addition operation is defined by the mapping p of graded k-algebras S,. V”) +u 
S’,<( V*) c& A’,( I/*) 
Thus for each g E GL( V) there is the commuting diagram 
S,( r*) a S,( v*) Ok S,( Y*) 
.4g j i (AgAg) 
Sk&*) 
(1) 
--L S,( J’*) @k S,( v*> 
where Ag is the k-algebra morphism determined by hg( Y) = I’,-‘. Let k[~] :: 
k[t]/(P), the /z-algebra of dimension 2 with c2 = 0. LGL( V), the Lie algebra of 
GL(V), may be obtained by taking the K[E] valued points of the form lV + EA; 
thus LGL( J’) = {A 1 I, + EA E GL( V)(K[c]) = Horn,-,,,(h[GL( V)], Iz[E])]. See 
[I, Chap. I, sect. 3.11. This gives LGL(V) canonically as the full Lie algebra of 
endomorphisms of V over k and describes D the action of LGL( I/) as a k-Lie 
algebra of /z-derivations of degree 0 on S,( V*)l by p . h(1, + ~‘4) = (h(lr,, + CA), 
h(I, + ~~4)) . p. For Y E V* = S,( Y*)l, A E LGL( V), D(A)I- := Iv (-A); 
also (/\(I, -~ l -4), X(1, -j- EA)) = ISk~V~,~kSk~V*~ + eD(A, A) where D(A, A) is a 
k-Lie algebra derivation of degree 0 on S,( V*) Ok A’,( V*). For &vector space 
generators R, OR, of A’,( V*) Ok S,(V*), D(A, A)Ri, @ R, = D(=3) R, @ 
R, -t- R, (3 D(A)R, . S,( V”) Ok S,( V*) = @,,,,(@‘,‘=, S,( V*)t 01; S,( V’)‘+t) 
where (ZZ/; on the left is the commutative k-algebra tensor product and ol; on 
the right is the K-vector space tensor product. Note that D(A, A) preserves each 
linear space S,( V*)t Ok A’,( V*)T-t for each r, t and each A eLGL( b-). For 
Y > 0, let P(Y) be the restriction of p to domain S,(J’*)r and codomain degree Y 
(Sk( V*) ol, S,( V*))?. Let p(r, i) denote the projection K-linear function 
(S,( V*) Or ,~,(I/*))’ + SB(V*)T--( Ok S,(P)” and define d(r, ;) to be p(r, i) . 
p(r): S,( V”) --j S,( v*y Ok A!?,( v*y. 0 n a choice of basis 9 = [I; ,..., I’n,t 
in V*, P is represented naturally as a polynomial form in Y, ,..., I’, and partial 
derivative operators ajaY, correspond naturally to derivation operators Dxj of 
degree - 1 on S,( V*) for which DxjY = Y(X& when 6Z! = {X1 ,..., S,!j and g 
are dual bases, i.e., Y,(Xi) = Sij , the usual Kroenecker delta. 
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Introduce more notation. Let (j) = (jr ,...,jn) be an n-tuple of nonnegative 
integers. Set i(i)1 = zz=,j, and if ajaY, indicates the partial derivative with 
respect to Yj, let a(i) denote the following composite of partial derivatives 
(a/aY,)jl(Z/aY.J~~ ..’ (a/aY,)jn of order l(j)\. Further, let (j)! = j,!j,! .,,j,&! 
and let T’(j) denote l/(j)! Y+Y$ .‘. Y$. 
LEMMA 1. For all P E S,( 6’*)? and for all i with 0 <, i < r and for all 
A c LGL( V) and for all bases 99 of I;* 
(I 1 ‘Cy, ;)Cp) = CI(j)lG a(.d(P) 0 y(.d 
and 
(2) A@, i) D(A)(P) = D(A, A) JY, i)(P). 
Proof. Establish (I) by evaluating d(r, i) at a monomial YtE) ~~2 Y;lYf” .‘. Y$ 
where i(e)1 Mom 1’. 
= && d(j) Y(“) 0 w 
with the convention that 1,/m! == 0 when m < 0. When we take the projection 
onto the subspace S,(V*)T--i 61 Sli(T*)i Eq. (1) is obtained. 
(2) follows from the identity ,A . h(l, -I- 4) =: (A(IV 4 CA), X(1,, 4)) - 
X(ls,P(V*)I kS,(rT*) -I- &(A, A)). We remark that A(Y, ;) is polarization i times 
followed by setting the i new vector variables mutually equal; see [lo]. 
lu’ow fix P nonzero in A’,( V*)r, for Y > 0. Recall that S(P) is the connected 
identity component of the linear algebraic group [g E GL( V) ; hgP =: I-‘); 
G(P) K’S(P). 
LEMMA 2. In their action on S,( V*), S(P) and G(P) preserve the ideals (i)P 
for i with 0 bc i < T. 
Proof. First remark that the ideals (i)P have “invariant significance” in 
S,(V*) since any two bases B and 97’ of I/* are related by a unique g E GL( V) 
such that AgRI; = 1’: as elements of V *. For dual bases G?? and GT of I/, where 
Y,(X,) = Sj, = Y;(X;), ajaY; = Dx; = Dgxj = XgD+g-l = Xg a/aY,~g~l. 
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Hence a(j)’ == Ag a(j) Aggl where a(j)’ is the composite operator of the a/aYj!. 
The action of GL(V) commutes with TV and commutes with the projection 
mapping p(y, i): (&(I’*) & S,(V*))r --f S,(V*)r-i @ S’,( Y*)i. For g E S(P), 
by Lemma I, Part 1, 
(4 -I a(j)P @ Y(j) = d(Y, i)P == L3(y, i) hgP = (Xg, hg) d(Y, i)P 
= C Ag a(j)P @ AgY(j). 
/b=i 
Since the coefficients of the basis elements Y(j) in A’,( V*)i are uniquely deter- 
mined in S,( V*)r-i @ SJ Y*)i, th e statement of the lemma follows easily. 
Let LS(P) denote the Lie algebra of S(P); 
M(P) = (A ELGL(V) j h(1, + EA)P = P}. 
Since h(l, + EA)P = P + d(A)(P), A EL’S(P) if and only if D(A)(P) = 0. For 
i with 0 < i < Y, let 9(i)P = {D(A, A) A(Y, i)P 1 A E LGL(V)} and set 
d(i)P to be the k-linear mapping d(i)P: LGL( V) ---f B(i)P 
A +> D(A, A) d(r, i)P. 
LEMMA 3. For each i with 0 < i < Y, the following sequence of k-linear 
mappings is an exact sequence: 
0 + IS(P) An!@-+ LGL( V) d(i)P (i)P ---f 0. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 1, Part 2. 
III. MAIN RESULTS ON OPEN ORBITS IN ~-SINGULAR SETS OF Z(P) 
For the notion of a simple point or a nonsingular point of an algebraic set 
Z(a) in A( I’) for an ideal Q?of S,( V*) refer to [9, Ch. II, 1.4].2(0!) is a scheme in 
the canonical way, a closed subscheme of A(V). For X E Z(a), denote the 
tangent space to Z(M) at X by T,(Z(@); T,(.Z(a)) is given as the annihilator of 
the subspace of V* spanned by elements Cyzl(aFi/8Yj)(X)Yi for i = I,..., m 
when Q? is generated by Fl , . . . . F, . This is independent of choice of basis 
LB = {Yl ,..., Y,} in V*; see [5, p. 3261. T,(A(V)) = T,(Z((O))) is canonically 
isomorphic to V as a k-vector space. The k-vector space T,(Z(@)) is a subspace 
of Tx(N 9. 
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Recall that D, is a k-derivation of degree -1 on S,(V*) defined by I),1 == 
Y(U) for U E V, YE S,(V*)l = V*. For each P E S,( V*)r, each i with 
O<i<r, 
is a k-linear mapping. On choice of basisti = {I; ,..., Y;,) in I/*‘, I)r,z ~~ P/6Y,!, 
for h :m I,..., n and 
a(r, i, P)( L;) = i ( C 
h=l I(j)l=i 
6a(j)P13Y, Yh(C) 0 Y(i)) 
For X E A(V), let W(X) denote evaluation at X; i.e., es(X) is the k-algebra 
mapping giving X, S,(V*) --vJ(~) k. For X E A(V) set !I(Y, i, P, X) -= 
(W(X), IS,(r+) a(r, i, P), a k-linear mapping b(y, i, P, X): I’ ---f S,(V*)’ which 
on choice of basis in V* is given by 
b(r, i, P, X)( Li) = C 
i 
i L@(j)PiSYrL(X) Yh(U) &j Y(j). 
I(j)l=i h=l 1 
Again, fix P a nonzero form of degree r. Denote the image of b(r, i, P, X) in 
Sk(V*)i by B(i, X) for X E A(V) and i with 0 < i < Y. Let b(i, X) denote 
b(r, i, P, X) with codomain restricted to B(i, X); b(i, X): I’+ B(i, X) is a 
surjective linear mapping. Recall that T,(A( V)) is identified with I;. 
LEMMA 4. For each i with 0 < i < Y, and for each XE Z(i), the following 
sequence of k-linear mappings is exact: 
0 + ~,(z(i)) =k ?-,(A( V)) b(i.X! B(i, X) -+ 0. 
Proof. By the definition, b(i, X) is surjective. T,(Z(i)) is the k-subspace of 
V = T,(A(V)) which is annihilated by the subspace of I/* spanned by 
C;=, a(j) P/aY,(X)Y, , l(j)1 = i. Th’ IS is precisely the kernel of b(i, X). 
For G a closed algebraic subgroup of GL(V) leaving an algebraic subset 
Z(a) invariant and for X E Z(a) we have the orbit morphism or(G)X: 
G + Z(a) 
g-gx 
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on the k-closed points of G and of Z(a). Th is induces the mapping of tangent 
vector spaces T(or(G)X): 
L(G) -+ G4W)) 
A-AX since or(G) X(1,) = X; 
that is, the morphism or(G)X, evaluated at I, E G has value X E Z(a). The X in 
the expression “AX” is to be interpreted as a point of V and A as an element of 
End,(V). When X E Z(i), by Lemma 2 we have or(S(P))X: S(P) + Z(i) and 
thus T(or(S(P))X):LS(P) -+ T,(Z(i)); abbreviate T(or(X(P))X) to e(i, X). Let 
f(X) denote T(or(GL( V))X): 
LGL( V> + Tx(A( 0 
A-AX 
for any XE A(V). When X # 0, the origin of the underlying vector space V, 
f(X) is a surjective map. 
For X E Z(i), 
for all A ELGL( V). However, for alIFE S,( V*), and all X E A( Y), (D(A)F)(X) = 
(D,,F)(X) for all A ELGL(V). Thus, (ev(X), ISk(, abbreviated to g(i, X) 
maps 9(i)P linearly to B(i, X). 
LEMMA 5. For i with 0 ,( i < Y andfor X E Z(i), the following is a morphism 
of short exact sequences: 
0 -+ LS(P) a LGL(V) d(i)P F sqi)P - 0 
1 f&,X) 1 f(X) 1 0Ci.X) 
0 - ~&W) a T,(A( V)) b(irX) z B(i, X) -+ 0. 
Proof. That the first square commutes is clear. That the second square 
commutes follows from the argument above. 
LEMMA 6. For i such that 0 < i < Y, the strict i-singular set is S(P) homo- 
geneous if and only if for each XE (Z(i) - Z(i + 1)) - (0) the map e(i, X) is 
surjective. 
Proof. Let XE (Z(i) - Z(i + 1)) - {0} and let W be an irreducible com- 
ponent of Z(i) containing X; then clearly T,(W) C T,(Z(i)). By the lemma on 
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p. 171 in [X], the S(P) orbit of X is open dense in W if and only if T(or(S(P)X)): 
L(S(P)) --f T,( IV) is a surjective mapping. Now assume that the strict i-singular 
set is S(P) homogeneous. Then the set of strict i-singular points is contained in 
the set of simple points of Z(i); in this case, T,(W) =- T,(Z(i)) for each 
X E (Z(i) - Z(i+ 1)) n W for W the irreducible component of Z(i) containing X. 
By the Lemma quoted and the equality of the tangent spaces, e(i, X) is surjective 
for each X E (Z(i) - Z(i + 1)) - (0). Conversely if e(i, X): L(S(P)) --f T,(Z(i)) 
is surjective for each X in (Z(i) - Z(i + 1)) - {0}, T(or(S(P))X):L(S(P)) -+ 
T,(W) must be surjective since e(i, X) factors through T(or(S(P))X) by the 
inclusion of T,(W) in T,(Z(i)). I.e., e(i, X) = inclus 0 T(or(S(P))X). By the 
lemma quoted, each X E (Z(i) - Z(i + 1)) - (0) must have an open dense orbit 
in its component W. Hence the strict i-singular set is S(P) homogeneous. 
Now to prove the theorem, it must be shown that e(i’, X) is surjective for all X 
strict i’-singular implies e(i, X) is surjective for all X strict i-singular when 
i’ < i < Y. In each case we consider X # 0. Using the notational convention of 
[4, p. 2021, the Snake lemma gives the long exact kernel-cokernel sequence 
associated to the morphism of short exact sequences of Lemma 5. For i with 
0 < i < r and X E Z(i) we have the long exact kernel-cokernel sequence 
incl.x,, 
0 -+ ker e(i, X) ---+ kerf(X) ?!f& ker g(i, X) sax+ . . . 
-+ coker e(i, X) ~ incl’x’L cokerf(X) B coker g(i, X) --f 0. 
Since X # 0, cokerf(X) = 0 and the long exact sequence reduces to 
0 -+ ker e(i, X) 
incl.x o d(i)PX o 
A kerf(X) ~ i ker g(i, X) 2% -1. 
+ coker e(i, X) + 0. 
Now e(i, X) is surjective if and only if d(i)P,,, is a surjective linear mapping. 
kerf(X) is usually denotedLGL( I’), , the Lie algebra of GL( V)x; GL( V), is the 
isotropy subgroup of GL( I’) at X. S imilarly ker e(i, X) == M(P), For 1;’ + 0, 
the LGL( V), are isomorphic as Lie algebras, whereas for i’ < i and X’ strict 
i’-singular versus X strict i-singular the spaces kerg(i’, X’) and kerg(i, X) 
“decrease.” 
Let Y(Y, i): Sk(I/*)r+i @ Sk(V*)i ---f S,(V*)’ denote the multiplication 
mapping. It is well known that Y(T, i) 0 d(r, i) = (Y!/(Y - i)!) ls,(v+ . Hence each 
B(i)P is isomorphic to 9P = {D(A)P j A E GL(V)}, for 0 < i < Y. Define a 
vector bundle C(i) on Z(i), a subbundle of A(9P) x Z(i) by the following 
pullback diagram in the category of affine preschemes over K: 
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The fiber of C(i) over Z(i) - Z(i + 1) is precisely kerg(i, X). Define another 
vector bundle on Z(i), IL(i) by taking the fiber over each X # 0 to be LGL( V), . 
For each i, 0 < i < r, there is a uniquely defined morphism IL(i) -9(OP C(i) 
given by the fact that 
w 
Dl-)PXjZ(,) 
-A(SBP) X Z(i) 
Dli,-)o(d(r,i),lZ(,)~ A(sk(V*)i) 
is the map to the point 0 E W(S,(V*)i); this follows by the argument to Lemma 5. 
On closed points (A, X) E IL(i), D(i) P(A, X) = (D(A)P, X). Let i’ < i < Y, 
then Z(i) 2 Z(i’) and g(i’, X) is the 0 mapping for X E Z(i)gives C(i) P-+ C(;‘). 
When X is strict i-singular, let the inclusion of the fiber A(ker g(i, X)) in C(i) be 
denoted by $(i, X) and let the inclusion of the fiber A(LGL(V),) in IL(i) be 
denoted by $(i, X). Obtain a commutative diagram for each i’ < i < r: 







A(LGL( V),) d(i’PX’o + A(ker g(i, X)), 
obviously a pair of cocartesian squares. Consider the canonical surjective 
morphism GL( V) +nX GL(V)]GL(V), s A(V) - {O} and a fixed morphism 
8: A(V) - {0} -+ GL(V) such that rx 0 0 = IA(V)-(O~ , with 0( U)U = X for 
all U E A(V) - (0). Define @r(i, X): R(i) -+ A(LGL( V),) x X = A(LGL( V),) 
by (A, U) I-+ (e(U) H(U)-I, 0(U)U) f or all lJ E Z(i) - {O} and all 0 < i < Y. 
For i’ < i < r, define @l(i’, i, X): C(;‘) ---t A(S,( P’*)T-i @ JI$(Y*)~) by 
$-‘(i’, i, X)(D(A)P, U) = d(r, i) h@(U) D(A)P; note that when U 5 Z(i), 
+-I(;‘, i, X)(D(A)P, U) E kerg(i, x) since (ev(X),I)(M( U), M(U)) d(r, i)D(A)P = 
(ew(e(U)-lx), M(U)) d(r, i) D(A)P = (er(U), M(U))(D,. , I) A(r, i) P == 0 
because AU = 0. One has for each XE Z(i), a commuting diagram 




d(i)Px’o A(LGL( V),y) __-- + A(kerg(i, S)) 
(1) 
which is also a cocartesian square with restricted and corestricted mappings. 
C(?) is a closed subprescheme of A(9P) x Z(U). By the hypothesis of the 
theorem, namely, that for all X g Z(i’) - Z(i’ + I), a dense open set, d(i’)P,,, is 
surjective, it follows that D(i’)P is an epic morphism by 14, p. 661. Now, since 
L)(i’)P is linear on each fiber and epic, it is a surjective mapping on the fibers 
over an open set. Note that when i’ < i and XE Z(i), kerg(i’, X) = .=9(i’)F = 
188 FRANK J. SERVED10 
9P. However, L(i) +D(i)p C(i) - C(i’) is the epi-mono factorization of 
IL(i) -‘*cl. L(C) +D(i’)p C(U) since D(i’)P is epic. Therefore, cI(~)P~,~ of diagram 
(1) is epic, again by [4, p. 661. Since the underlying mapping of points of d(i)P,,, 
is given by a linear mapping on their vector space structures, it is surjective. This 
completes the proof. 
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